




Providence Public Safety Complex / Providence, Rhode Island

Accenture Headquarters / Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Cell Genesys / South San Francisco, California

When you need to control sound within a
given space, NewAcoustic is the answer.

This Newmat system has been designed
to create an atmosphere conducive to
working, learning, worshiping, or simply
conversing.

. Auditoriums

. Conference rooms

. Restaurants and lounges

. Religious facilities

. Broadcast studios

. Reception areas

. Trading floors

. Museums and more . . .





St. Ambrose Catholic Church / Woodbury, Minnesota

Vashon High School / St. Louis, Missouri

Chrysler Financial Building / Farmington Hills, Michigan

University of Washington / Seattle, Washington





Palace Casino / Edmonton, Alberta

St. Louis Zoo / St. Louis, Missouri

Hendrick Motor Sports / Charlotte, North Carolina
West Seattle High School / Seattle, Washington

NewAcoustic consists of a microperforated membrane
stretched by itself or over an acoustical core and offers
high acoustical absorption for ceiling or wall applications.

With or without an acoustical core, NewAcoustic will
provide you with NRCs from 0.5 to 1.0.  In addition,
you will be able to choose from various spectrums of
absorption depending upon the acoustical core,
mounting type, and design.





MOMA SF / San Francisco, California

NBC Olympic Studios / Sydney, Australia

University of California / Berkeley, California



Hollins University / Roanoke, Virginia
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An architectural mesh stretch system, BatiNewline can
be used for ceiling or wall applications. Unlike other
Newmat products, it can be installed outdoors as well
as indoors. The membrane is a vinyl coated polyester
mesh, which is custom cut to the size and configuration
of your application with a variety of perimeter
attachment options.

A registered and patented product in the U.S. by
Morton International, Bio-Pruf is a powerful anti-germ,
anti-fungus, anti-bacterial, and self-deodorizing process.
Embedded in the mass of Newmat's membrane,
Bio-Pruf will remain active for the lifetime of same.
Available in 12 pastel colors, Bio-Pruf is ideal for
healthcare, food processing, and commercial kitchen
applications.

These prestretched ceiling panels are available inT
2' x 2', 2' x 4', 4' x 4', 5' x 5', as well as custom sizes.2
Any of Newmat's available membranes can be used toA
create an "envelope" which is stretched over anc
aluminum frame with or without an acoustical core.alu
Mir.O.Dal panels can be installed in a regular t-bar gridM
system, can be supported by a custom channel, or cans
be installed with a concealed grid.b

This Newmat system consists of a patented
microperforated membrane. NewAcoustic offers
high acoustical absorption for ceiling or wall applications.
With or without an acoustical core, NewAcoustic will
provide you with NRCs from 0.5 to 1.0. In addition, you
will be able to choose from various spectrums of
absorption depending upon the acoustical core and the
mounting type.

Newmat's patented imaging process allows for
computerized inkjet printing on our ceiling or wall
membranes. You can either choose a prescanned
image, give us a photograph you wish to reproduce,
or create your own custom design and provide us with
a graphic file up to 1200 dpi in BITMAP format.

The ideal system for backlit applications, NewLight
offers membranes in seven different colors.
NewLight works well with either natural or artificial lighting
and can be installed as a single-layered or double-layered
system for better light diffusion. In addition, a second layer
will serve as a dust/particle barrier.
You may also combine NewLight with any Newline
perforated membrane.

Available in three types of perforation sizes and patterns,
Newline is ideal for:
Acoustical performance, backlit installations with or
without the addition of NewLight membrane, air
transfer when the application involves quick changes
in air pressure, achieving the look of perforated metal
without the weight and cost of metal, in addition to
being able to create much larger monolithic areas.

Newmat's primary product line consists of monolithic PVC
membranes available in numerous colors and finishes,
which are ideal for unlimited applications due to the
characteristics of the system, including: 
Quick and clean installation, fully accessible, airtight,
waterproof, mildew resistant, easily cleanable,
maintenance free, sanitary, ability to hold weight, shock
resistant and flexible, Class A fire rating, ability to easily
create shapes, and longevity.




